
XXXL running armband for smartphones up to 6.7" with touch window
SKU: TESPORTFITBAND3XL

Perfect armband for running: suitable for those who like to train without giving up music
or calls

FOR ALL RUNNING FANS

Comfortable and suitable for mobile phones up to 6.7": the universal armband is perfect for those who work out and want to
enliven their workout with music. Carry your house keys with you in the dedicated pocket: they won't bother you while you're
exercising.

MUSIC AND CALLS

The armband has a special hole for wired earbuds. When you're working out, you can listen to music or take calls if necessary
without having to takeyour smartphone out of its case.

COMFORT

Ultralight and made of breathable material,  the armband is XXXL: you can wrap it around your arm without it being too
tight. 

REAL TIME DATA

The armband is equipped with a transparent touch screen so you can see the route covered and data such as speed, calories
burned and all other information that is recorded by apps dedicated to sport. 

KEY FEATURES:

Size XXXL



Universal for smartphones up to 6.7" or maximum size 169x76.4mm
Transparent touch screen
Ultralight and breathable
Hole for wired earphones
Key pocket



XXXL running armband for smartphones up to 6.7" with touch window
SKU: TESPORTFITBAND3XL

Technical data
Material: PU + Neoprene  
Dimensions: For Smartphone up to 6,7"  
Finishing/Feature: Output socket for earphones, Touch-responsive screen
protector  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417344169  
SKU: TESPORTFITBAND3XL  
Weight: 20 g  
Can be printed with MeCover: No  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 10 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 120 mm  
Height Pack: 170 mm  
Weight Pack: 45 g  
Width Inner: 110 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 345 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 250 mm  
Weight Master: 4830 g  
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